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Cover image.
Heba Al Akkad, Untitled, 2013.
Mixed media on canvas, 100 x
100cm.
The exhibition emblem, chosen
because it distils so many of the
themes and moods of this
exhibition.
Two women in a room of restful
pinks, elaborating a space of
comfort and acceptance while a
window looks out into the
darkness, insects crawl around
the window and a grotesque figure
looms to the right of both. Here
are glamour, dreams, dangerous
figures, confinement,
manifestation and concealment,
freedom of desire and sexuality.
Al-Akkad has said this image is a
portrait of herself, centre, with
Mardini, left.

Previous two pages.
Details of:
Heba Al-Akkad, Raghad and I
(cat.), 2013. Mixed media on
canvas, 20 x 20cm.

An assemblage of fabrics and
other materials and found
imagery, much like the
composition of the exhibition itself.

The portraits of fabric depicting
Mardini, left, and Heba, right, are
embroidered together in this
highly personal work
commemorating their friendship
and solidarity.

See p.99 for more details.

See p.85 for more details
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Curator’s Preface
Raghad Mardini

The Lines of Exile: From Damascus to Beirut
I first met Heba Al-Akkad in October 2012, in Aley, a Lebanese city sprawling on the
sides of Mt Lebanon, where snow occasionally falls in winter. The name “Lebanon”
itself derives from a Semitic root, meaning “white”, referring to these snows. It lies
15km east from Beirut itself, and only roughly 100km from Damascus, in Syria.
I had left my homeland of Syria, however, a few years before that time of meeting Heba
in 2012. My leaving from Syria to Lebanon was a few years prior to the major Syrian
uprisings that began in the early 2010s. While there had been no ructions from the
Arab spring yet, there were nevertheless dark clouds building over Syria’s future. The
political situation was greatly worsening, with the government making a number of
crackdowns. The effects of these had gotten too close to my life, so I had to make the
decision to leave.
However, it was not the degradation of political life and freedoms alone that impelled
me to depart. Deep within me, there was a personal decision that had taken long to
mature. This decision was about the larger culture I found myself: I wanted to escape
the velvet society. I had been inducted into this elite class by a marriage and was
obliged to lead its life. But, after many exhausting years, my mind and my body could
handle it no longer and I had to reject this highly privileged lifestyle and all its
suffocating mores.
What is meant by this “velvet society”, the title of the exhibition? This is an Arabic term
that refers to the rarefied elite class of businessmen, diplomats, and potentates—along
with their wives and children—whose wealth and power derived from playing the
games of politics or from the striking of high-stakes international business deals in
Syria. The velvet society was soi-disant: it itself used this title. In this title you can hear
the enormous self-confidence and bravado prevalent among this class in the 90s and
00s, their aspirations towards luxury and douceur. Before I go on to explain the
negative sides of this class and this era, I have to acknowledge what good it had. There
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was often joy and promise in this class. It often worked towards the generation of
business; its wealth fostered great architectural commissions and art design: in my
time, a large modernist house was my main abode, which I had designed, and,
likewise, with the money I had for fashion, I often bought items not just from established
western fashion houses, but also local Syrian designers, like Bahira and Nicola Khoury,
some of whose dresses are displayed in the exhibition, and are some of the most
beautiful and precious (e.g. among others, p. 58). In some manner, there was a
growing cultural appreciation and openness in this class, an incipient internationalizing
turn: figures from around the world would be invited to mix at the functions and parties
held in the grand houses of members of the velvet society. In the velvet society, men
and women led, on the surface at least, a liberal lifestyle, living indulgently and
glamorously. Within the photographs of this exhibition, as Janis Jefferies has
remarked, there is an apparent cosmopolitanism and excitement amongst the people
of the velvet society, dancing, up-to-date with the latest fashion trends, full of bonheur
and manners
Yet the velvet of this society’s name was all too often a velvet curtain: an opaque and
soft-to-touch barrier, alluring and distracting, behind which its ruthless control was
exerted, its flagrant contradictions left to fester. This was a society that was totally
male-dominated. Patriarchal figures objectified women, co-opting female glamour to
dazzle their friends, yet also reducing women to trophies to be displayed and carted
around. Even as I wore sumptuous dresses, I felt my individual female self-expression
was restricted. The business deals and politics underpinning this velvet society were
clearly directed with the aim of preserving and perpetuating this small elite. While it
thought that its goal was to develop Syria in to a powerful and rich nation that would
benefit all Syrians, this elite delighted solipsistically in its huge share of the rewards
and fruits of growth. The term “velvet society” hints at a society within a society, an
inner core isolated from the walks of ordinary life. Obsessed with its own extravagance
and potency, it tended to erase the meaning of “society” as the sum of interwoven
Syrian lives, the bulk of which (in the time before war, at least) were very ordinary,
often full of daily struggles. This velvet inner “society” did not seek to confront the reality
of a large, plural Syrian actual society, a nation packed with many groups of cultural
differences and denominations, so varied and vital and energetic. The mind of the
“velvet society” mutely obscured from itself this larger Syria to look inward instead, to
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adore the touch of velvet with surfeited eyes, to enforce upon all Syria’s reality the
narcotizing dull glow of velvet.
This velvet curtain that I have spoken of extended into the mind: for me, this curtain,
first lush and beautiful, slowly began to be used to partition up my sense of self. The
conditions of the velvet society were not natural to me. I was not born into the velvet
society, but to a middle class family. I had wanted to study hard and I valued what you
could achieve with academic rigour. I went to Damascus University and gained a
degree in civil engineering and this became my vocation. As mentioned above, it was
through marriage I moved into this society. At first, the ready money, glamorous clothes
and lifestyle were intoxicating: any young person would feel the same, being full of
naïveté and desire for life. But as time wore on, this elite social circle became more
and more stifling. I was still a trained professional, a civil engineer. By day, I would be
working on the building sites of architectural projects, a mixture of new-builds and
restoration projects for old Damascene houses. I was wearing tough workaday clothing
like jeans and a hardhat, employing my skills to solve problems and raise buildings
from the ground.
But, by night, I was compelled to dress in lavish and revealing dresses, to be put on
show in parties, where sheer granduer and hedonism were matched by its lack of true
feeling. For many years, the velvet curtain of the velvet society undertook to cover and
suppress the very side of myself that I most respected, that side that wanted to pursue
and thrive in my profession, tackle complex problem solving, building and being
creativity. I wanted to live my life as a woman with respect and freedom, and the velvet
society withheld this from me. And, so, in the late 2000s, I was nearing the decision to
abandon this life. The above-mentioned worsening political situation made this
decision of flight from Syria inevitable.
But let us move forward in years again and return to Lebanon.
In my exile-home of Lebanon, I had to start a new chapter in my life. I did what it made
sense for me to do. With my training as a civil engineer, I sought out a building project.
In the beautiful city of Aley, there were some beautiful old historic stables that cried out
for renovation. This was exactly the kind of project I was often engaged with back in
Syria: finding old houses in Damascus and bringing them a new lease of life through
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restoration. However, unlike all the projects I had worked on before, I had resolved for
these stables to be given over to a residency for refugee artists.
In the few years after my arrival in Lebanon, Syria’s political situation would truly
unwind into a devastating state of affairs. It began in the early 2010s. The whole of the
Middle East had been set alight with protests demanding government reform and the
widening of the freedoms of citizens. These governments responded with various
degrees of severity.
On the one hand, this early time, called the Arab Spring in the Anglosphere, was a
wide and sweeping phenomenon, common to many Middle Eastern nations. Ideas and
a passionate cause in common were amplified by the newfound velocity of social
media: the tools of trans-national networking, the radical agency of posting and
commenting, and the facility of on-the-ground reportage. A paradigm shift in the
technological realm seemed to give providential imprimatur to already-extant desires
for a paradigm shift in political affairs. Yet, it must be noted that each country had its
very peculiar situation and the instability that protests brought not only had local
nuance, but also their own specific chains of reactions. And as many now know, this
fervour, spreading and ramifying throughout the Middle East, unfolded in a dramatic
and terrible way in Syria, my homeland.
With this situation in Syria escalating from protest to civil war, it was becoming
increasingly clear to me that many artists had been forced into leaving Syria and that
these artists had a unique set of vulnerabilities and exposures when it came to exile
and resettlement. This was the reason for the residency, which is ARA (Art Residency
Aley): it continues to date. Even as I was doing what I had always done, building and
restoring old structures, the ARA project threw my vocation into a new light. The
mending and repair of these old stables, which always had an element of compassion
and care in giving a new lease of life to a decrepit building, became greatly amplified.
The restoring of these stables became the mending and repair of my own life and
identity in exile. But such an act was not just self-directed: it felt that such a mending
had to occur through a connection beyond myself. The ARA stable restoration would
also try to be the mending and repair of so many lives of fellow Syrian refugees, who
were also struggling through the rubble of their personal lives, stories, and we were all
struggling through the rubble of our shared present. So, these beautiful old stables,
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low-roofed and with many arches, with their rusticated masonry, were a place in our
exile in Aley where we all would attempt to perform some kind of bringing together of
the Syrian people, of Syrian identity, in the face of Syria’s falling apart.
Heba and Me
After the job of renovation was completed, the official opening of ARA followed soon
after. It was at that opening that Heba and I first swam into each other’s notice.
It was just a first meeting and a first acquaintance in 2012, but, over time, during Heba’s
residency in 2013, we both got to know each other much better, and a friendship
quickly developed between us. We quickly recognized we had a shared background
and troubles of similar kinds in Syria. The more we spoke, the more we delved deeper
into each other’s pasts, the more we traced the similarities as well as differences of
our experiences back in Damascus of the past.
At that time, I was still married to my then husband, the businessman who was
enmeshed in the social circles of the velvet society. Heba, on the other hand, belonged
to a family of a lower socioeconomic class and to a highly religious family. Our worlds
were so different in Syria, yet we were both abused and objectified under a patriarchal
social and political system of power.
It was a time of mutual discovery and affirmation. These realisations between us
pushed us into further investigation and action. We rebelled; we attempted to re-invent
ourselves and re-identify our roles as women within our previous societies. We
emancipated our self-image from the past’s oppressive forces. Through art and
creativity—and most importantly, through each other’s friendship—we found a strength
based on compassion.
So there we were in Aley, engaged in this small enclave of exiled Syrians finding a way
to rebuild Syrian society, while, across the peaks of Mt Lebanon, in the distance (but
not so far after all) was Damascus, site of both of our former lives and now further
devolving into violence and uprising. We all looked on with great sorrow at what was
happening to our country; there was no end to news of the dangers fellow Syrians
endured and the tragedies that occurred across the border, some of which had been
profoundly personal. Yet there also, in our sanctuary in Aley, Heba and I, as with many
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other refugees, were experiencing a moment of clarity both about the lines of power
that formerly bound us and about what freedoms we wished—demanded—to enjoy.
As is often the case, upheaval was the time to slowly piece through the fragments; for
the dispersed to recover a space to reform. Heba and I had come together in ARA in
a spirit of creativity. Now we desired in art to heal our traumas, to reach out our hands
in the hope of spreading them against the contours of some new future, and to seek
consolation for those losses already endured, those yet to come, and—so it goes—
those that never end.
It is this time at the residency in the early 10s and this relationship between Heba and
I, which are this exhibition’s originating and guiding spirit. But, in the story of this
exhibition’s evolution, it is worth stating another key event, a more proximate trigger to
exhibition, which had been lying in wait for many years in my wardrobe.
The Release of My Clothes
In the late 2010s, when I happened to be in Beirut again, I returned to the heaps of
glamorous clothes I had long kept in storage. They were a treasure-house of glorious
extravagant couture from those brash days of the 90s in the velvet society of a divided
yet ebullient Syrian society; and, contrary to their glory, they were also a stifling record
of the relentless demands that the cult of glamour and female objectification placed on
me. They sat there in storage, a long way cut off from that time when it was normal for
me to fly three times a year to select clothes that could be worn once, maybe never
again. There was something deeply poignant about seeing all these garments, so
beautifully crafted and dazzling, heaped there together in great number, alone,
untouched, unloved, following me around wherever I moved, a glamorous, if morose,
bundle of clothes of my former life. They were clothes of high fashion, yet they were
also indelibly, if invisibly to others, infused with memories, both joyful and burdensome.
Clothes are unlike so many other objects: they shelter our bodies, and, when we no
longer wear them, they shelter the memory of the body of our past. In my going through
these dresses, jackets, bags, clutches, scarves, the people and places of my past
crowded around me—except the person that was once in them, the “myself” of my
past. I was still that person, and yet my life and outlook had so utterly changed.
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My thoughts were rapid and knotted. I recognized the deep ambivalence of these
objects. All at once they were: male co-opted and male-enforced glamour; a source of
power in a woman’s projection of sexuality; extreme extravagance; a means to obscure
who I really was in a class that did not so easily allow honest expressions; a sine qua
non—in fact, an armour—for a woman to be taken seriously within that society; a
source of aesthetic pleasure and objects that themselves promoted a cult of selfexpression; and, lastly, genuinely beautiful acts of craft. It struck me that, despite the
extreme wealth they implied, these clothes still provided for the basic function of
clothes: they were a shelter for me in that time, more than perhaps it seemed to those
in the velvet society, more than it seems when you look at the photos and films of me
then, lost in that time of glamour, fast-living and excitement, naïveté and vulnerability.
I looked at these clothes and all I wanted to do was to release them. This was the seed
of the exhibition we have today.
*

*

*

Over time, I realized that to display them alone was not enough to release them. To
release them implied a flight into new territories, contexts, that would inspirit them with
new life. What they needed more than anything was, perhaps, a kind of humility and
openness to other things beyond me, a dynamic of exchange that could reach beyond
into wider historical and abstract fields. I needed to open these clothes up so that they
might not just brooch but breach the stifling confines of the velvet society from which
they came.
At this moment, Heba returned to me in my thoughts. It struck me that the artworks of
my friend Heba Al-Akkad could become the lifeblood of this project, doing this very job
of release before a viewer. The exhibition could not just be about these dresses or my
life alone: alone, they would be little more than, perhaps, dresses as artefacts on
mannequins, lost in biography, confronting the emptiness of a room. It must be about
something larger than me, or the dresses— or indeed, the two individuals of Heba and
myself. It would start from the individual, but it would only do so to expand into
something more collective and dynamic.
The more I considered Heba’s work, the more I thought how the coupling would be so
pointed. She was a close friend that shared with me that crucial time in the early 2010s,
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which was one of renewed expression and identity. Her work had undergone that same
enlightening yet tumultuous period of the early 2010s that, as I have already
mentioned, fires so much of this exhibition. Just as this exhibition was looking back
into 90s Damascus and my experience there, so her own art formed an exploration
into a highly personal domain of memory, where she channels and recrafts the material
of the past. Likewise, this exhibition would propose fabric as the central contested
cultural site, through which to investigate 90s Damascus. Heba’s art practice worked
with fabric and collage, highlighting the importance of dress and fabric and the
metaphor of fabric for the constructedness of our identities, both internally and as
woven into the larger “fabric” of society.
Truly, it was the coupling together of Heba and my dresses in my mind that was the
real moment of formation for this exhibition. And it was accompanied, as it always
should be, with a moment of galvanic excitement.
Velvet Society
Let us briefly describe the exhibition that has emerged from those beginnings.
Velvet Society: Power and Glamour in 90s Damascus is the meeting of two collections
from two Syrian women, carried out in the public space of a gallery, enlivened by the
eye of the viewer. One of these collections is my own fashion, film and photographic
archive from my time in the eponymous velvet society—a film of parties, a film in exile,
dresses from the likes of Versace, Cavalli, Galliano and others. The other collection is
a range of artworks, which have never been exhibited before in the UK, made with
fabric and collage techniques, from the internationally acclaimed artist, Heba Al-Akkad.
While it focusses on the collections of two individuals, this exhibition uses the
biographical only as a material towards something wider than itself: in other words, it
releases macrohistory from microhistory. Through a dynamic exchange between the
archives and artworks, a view of a specific historical moment will emerge before the
viewer, one of power and glamour wielded by and against women in 90s Damascus.
This hopefully will enrich a contemporary British audience’s understanding of Syria as
a country, whose earlier colourful and complex history can sometimes fall into oblivion
beside the extremity of the events in Syria and their media depictions in recent years.
A story should not be dominated by its end. This exhibition will help to reveal the years
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before even if they are always going to be, unavoidably, the years leading. I want to
humanise the picture of Syria. And humanizing inevitably means revealing the good as
much as the bad humans orchestrate and undergo.
Yet, this exhibition also strives for more than historical interest. As its title suggests, it
is not just an investigation into 90s Damascus, but, more profoundly, an investigation,
through a historical example, into the generalised interlacing of power and glamour.
Through the personal and historical instances of my archive and Heba’s artworks, I
look to investigate a number of these deeper questions, which Prof. Janis Jefferies’s
excellent introduction essay has carefully teased apart and analysed.
I have spoken above about release. In this exhibition’s structure, I have tried to
engender that release that I desired upon seeing my clothes again in storage—and,
indeed, the release I felt personally on leaving my former home and life and finding
hope in creativity at ARA, with Heba as among many other artists.
In many ways, exhibitions are frequently a kind of release. The beauty of an exhibition
is that it is, at its most schematic, art and objects arranged in a space. Space allows
one object to confront another and in so doing animate it with a new life of possible
meanings. An archive can heave out from its zipped bags or cardboard boxes and
come up against radically new and challenging influences: the gallery space becomes
story, arena, travel, stream of consciousness, an open-ended loom weaving threads
of connection in multiple directions, confusing and enlivening simultaneously. The job
of the curation is one of selecting and staging these comparisons, and to concert a
sense of a unified message or story within these object-stagings as they succeed one
upon the other, room by room.
Yet for all of the “concerting” a curator may do, it must also be understood that
exhibitions facilitate release precisely in having an element of non-propositionality and
lack of control in them. Exhibitions are as much the objects shown, as the very space
between those objects and the space for the viewer to move at their own pace and
direction amongst them. Velvet Society tries to arrive at something that is at once
unified, but yet is also organic, indeterminate. An environment of films, high fashion,
beautiful collage artworks and sculpture assemblages that, ultimately, it is up to other
viewers than me to take as they please.
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Heba, Velvet Society and a Collage at Large
The mixing of deliberation and contingency in the exhibition hopefully follows after one
of my chief inspirations, Heba Al-Akkad’s art practice. Velvet Society is, in one sense,
a collage at large, akin to one of Heba’s own collages, a careful yet playful and open
arrangement of fabrics and found objects that investigate a moment of the past and
intend to release it beyond its bounds. I wish to end this preface just by dwelling on the
works of Al-Akkad. If, in describing this exhibition, the ideas of objecthood and life,
release and confinement, have been raised as the central and forming concerns of the
structure of this exhibition, these are also concerns exactly central to Heba’s own
works displayed here. The mode of exhibition and the artworks align and amplify each
other.
Heba’s artworks so often feature characters, often female, confined in small spaces or
lashed against objects. Dolls of women are twisted to fit into a wooden box in Untitled
(Jambes) (2013) or Strings (2013). In We’ll Stay! (Sa Nabka), figurines find themselves
lashed against a wooden pallet. They represent the silenced sorrows of the bodies of
women defined, confined and assigned by oppressive forces. Patriarchal forces
objectify them, amplifying yet reducing their femininity and sexuality, boxing it, carting
it away here and there, with a male desire both attracted yet frightened. The frequent
use of objects associated with commodity trade, such as boxes and pallets, points to
this objectification of women’s bodies, names and identities subsumed beneath the
enforced homogeneity of consumption and desire.
Yet Heba’s radical artworks are rarely so straightforward or so obedient before the
interpreting eye. The figures within Heba’s spaces of confinement also thrive and
pullulate with energy. Within their nooks and pallets, they thrive in colourful fabric and
posture, often engaged in extraordinary postures and contortions, revealing a kind of
circus-like exuberance and freedom. These figures seem to push against their box, or,
in a silent and knowing way, mock the deluded forces of confinement for not realizing
their ultimate inability to suppress these figures’ creative, intellectual, and erotic
energies.
The artworks and their figures indicate a rich and magician-like creativity. Her works
and figures engage with small swatches of everyday fabrics and throwaway ephemera.
Their being made of colourful yet homely fabrics implies a kind of Arachne-like
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ingenuity in sewing. Her artworks sew, partly because they connote the everyday
haberdashery remembered by Heba in her childhood, in the domain of women in her
household. But Heba always implicates the huge array of metaphorical association in
fabric. Women’s sewing is not just the making of mending of clothes, it has to do with
identity, survival and adaptation, historical connections, memory, the social “fabric” of
society.
Sewing in Heba’s work means the piecing together of identity and the processing of
history into new possibilities. It means that these characters in Heba’s work are expert
in using their undimmed creativity for acts of survival through recontrolling identity and
narrative. This colourful sewing industry becomes a kind of bravery in maintaining a
powerful interior life and irrepressible humour. These figures weave out a grand
surrealistic private world that opens vast spaces within their confinement. They have
an imagination that breaks down the walls and unpicks the ropes of their confinement
to yield something dream-like and full of intoxicating beauty.
So many of Heba’s artworks contain windows, doors, boxes, pallets, strings, but these
also figure as the psychical stages on which heroic endurance is played, the cell in
which an imagination takes hold and clownishly reduces oppressive forces (as in many
of the cartoonish phalloi soft-sculptures), or, most prominently, the strings that sew the
fabric of identity (back) together. Boxes become windows and doors; the lash becomes
the knitting together of new lives: her works entail the radical realization of release for
her figures in fabric. I could not wish for a more fitting spirit to preside over this
exhibition.
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Introduction to Velvet Society: Power and Glamour
in 90s Damascus
Professor Janis Jefferies

The Litehouse Gallery is a unique space for showing work by Syrian artists, many
of whom escaped war. The gallery’s founding director Raghad Mardini was born in
Damascus but escaped to Lebanon. She created a series of artist residencies in
the stables she had restored at Aley (ARA) outside of Beirut in Lebanon, itself a
city and country that has only recently recovered from a violent past and civil war.
ARA offered respite to young Syrian artists post 2011. Mardini’s vision on arriving
in London was to release the creative energy of artists, homeless and displaced,
like millions of others and who had suffered and continue to suffer the horrors of
war (fig.1).
Founded in 2017, the Litehouse gallery represents and promotes the work of
emerging Syrian contemporary artists, and as Mardini explains, “A main objective
of Litehouse Gallery is to build bridges between the UK and the Middle East and
to create awareness and spread ideas about all topics related to being displaced,
living in exile, identity, belonging and security”1.
The current exhibition, Velvet Society: Power and Glamour in 90s Damascus,
brings together two women, the curator Raghad Mardini and the artist Heba AlAkkad, who have distinctive collections to show and histories and stories to tell us
about their lives in a Syria of the recent past. The reference to ‘velvet society’ is
important. It is a figure of speech which is used across the Middle East for
nouveaux-riches businessmen, diplomats and political powerbrokers who had a
glamorous and expensive lifestyle.

1

https://litehousegallery.co.uk/interview-with-raghad-mardini-at-home-through-the-artistseyes/ accessed 15/03/2022
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As Raghad Mardini recalls,
The power system in Syria gave rise to the “velvet society” where rich
businessmen and men of power socialise alongside diplomats and expats.
Women's position in that social structure is considered merely as objects
to enhance male political and economic status.

Fig. 1, Aley, ARA, the art residency in
Beirut set up by Mardini (located
bottom row, second from left) for
fleeing artists in need of shelter and
support for their work. Mardini had
restored some old stables in Beirut
and these provided the space for the
artists.
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Where does our story begin?
Raghad Mardini and Heba Al-Akkad met in Beirut through Mardini’s artist
residency project for fleeing artists in need. Both women were in exile from the
regime and upheaval in Syria and became friends. Although from very different
classes in Syria, the women connected through their desire to redefine a woman’s
place and position in society, exploring self and social images through their
respective personal narratives. They have found their own voice from their
experiences of being women who ‘rebelled’ under Syrian’s system of power and
privilege. Their love of art, their commitment to creativity and individual expression,
supported their desire to become self-confident women full of pride, dignity and
independence as they now hold their futures in their own hands.
Passion for Fashion: Mardini’s story
Each has a different relationship with material. Mardini trained as a civil engineer.
This means design, building, assembly and renovation of old houses in Damascus.
But, it was through a marriage in the 90s that Mardini was thrown into a new
socioeconomic class, the self-styled velvet society, and her clothes, as much as
her identity and behaviour, had to adapt radically in order for her to function in her
new lifestyle of high power and glamour. She faced a demanding new set of social
mores and a new visual and sartorial language to relocate herself in and to
negotiate.
It was from this move into the velvet society that she accrued a collection of 1990s
couture clothes, which she once wore at highly glamorous social events and that
can be seen in this exhibition and catalogue (for instance, see cats. ). The dresses,
like the woman who wore them, were on display for someone else’s pleasure. On
the other hand, the dresses themselves were beautiful, often sumptuously crafted,
and Mardini, who had an instinctive passion for fashion, derived aesthetic joy from
wearing these clothes. Mardini has kept some very beautiful ones that hold
memories from the past: these form part of the exhibition. They are full of colour,
vibrancy and rich in detail. Sartorial choices and stylistic innovations are the
creative products of cosmopolitan and glamorous lifestyles as Mardini’s dresses,
archive material and labels from Cavalli, Dior, Versace, Hervé Léger, Mugler,

Leboutin, Prada, Chanel, D&G, YSL, Alaia and Syrian designer Nicola Khoury,
show us (pp.37-76).
In Mardini’s archive there are photographs whilst at ‘social’ events with her then
husband. While it appears to be a very cosmopolitan lifestyle, appearances can
deceive. Cosmopolitanism evokes many associations linked to ideas of hybridity,
pluralistic dialogue, and openness to the worlds of others. It is associated with
progressive thinking and a willingness to cross borders and challenge various
forms of parochialism, religious and patriarchal violence, as Mardini understands
from her own struggles (fig. 2)

Fig. 2, Photograph from Mardini’s
archive from the 90s in her house in
Damascus.
The space of Raghad’s house seen
above is at once luxurious and yet
somehow empty. There, Raghad
herself is also greatly reduced in the
view chosen by the photographer,
her facial features barely visible,

while instead her clothes and her
luxurious surroundings dazzle,
dominate and cloy. The rugs are
sumptuous and rich and yet they
also seem endless in number. Their
handcrafted, traditional and specific
shapes are made to fit only
compromisingly in the huge space
of this modernist villa.
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Dress, clothing, fabric
In Visibly Muslim (2010), Emma Tarlo describes René Magritte’s famous painting
of a pair of lace-up boots that ed in human toes (Le Modèle Rouge, 1935, (fig. 3))
and how it explores the relationship between the body and clothing. This is often
referred to as a second skin by Tarlo. But a second skin can also be a protective
layer to the woman who begins to explore her identity bounded by an oppressive
society.
Dress, clothing and fabric carry powerful signs of non-verbal communication. We
are covered, draped and tightly fitted by them; individual identities can be
represented and played with. What we do and what we wear in our everyday lives
can be challenged playfully in any number of physical, aesthetic and sexual ways.
If we are displaced or exiled from our homes or driven out by war, what we put on
or around our body’s changes. Scraps of fabric wear with age, as do bodies
marked by class, gender, and culture. Clothing can disguise what we feel, protect
women from onlookers; they are a second skin, attached to us, but they can
symbolically perform shifting social values and economic status, in the past and in
the present. Our social relations and cultural behaviours are both mediated and
expressed. In this sense they are part of a social fabric, however fragile, towards
a future yet to be made. It is on-going work that involves ceaseless questioning.
Critical engagement with material, the stuff that matters, involves repetition,
revision and reordering, allowing us to explore concepts that are in flow and in flux.
New ideas can be seeded, just as we perform new ways of dressing ourselves for
what lies ahead and, at the same time, actively engaging with the archives of our
lives and stories to present new points of departure. The most important issue is
how our clothes make us feel about ourselves. What matters is that the clothes
are our own choice and make us happy. Raghad’s dress has changed and she
feels free to express herself in her own choice of clothes without the need to
conform to what others think and contrary to what consumerism and the patriarchy
tells us.
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Fig. 3: Magritte, Le Modèle
Rouge, 1934. Oil on canvas. 183
x 136 cm. Museum Boijmans van
Beuningen, Rotterdam.
Emma Tarlo’s second skin,
exemplified by Magritte’s image.
A protective skin, a comfortable
layer, protection, armour,
concealment where concealment
is necessary.

When Heba makes figures and
portraits out of fabric, she
explores how our clothes are not
just something we hang off our
bodies, but become our bodies,
identities, histories, and, further,
how clothes partake in the wider
act of weaving us into the larger
social fabric, with all its problems,
its rips and revolutions.
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Assemblage: Heba Al-Akkad’s story
Heba Al-Akkad, focuses on a different kind of assembly in her work to that of
Mardini. As one of the artists involved in Mardini’s artist residencies in the stables
at Aley (ARA) in 2013 for artists in need following the upheaval in Syria, she began
to explore themes of isolation and vulnerability. The assemblages of this period
are soulful but their light, bright palette conjures feelings of Matisse and other
Fauves painters. In her dream-like images, she works to disentangle feelings of
loss and death. She experienced so much in her life, from an early, abusive
childhood to the murder of her brother: it was art that provided solace. Fabric and
collage would later become integral to her art practice.
My mother left us when I was five years old. My father remarried; my
stepmother was stitching all the time, my grandmother sewing, and my aunt
knitting. Thread and fabric have been with me since my childhood.2
In 2002 Heba graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts in Damascus University,
where her studies concentrated on figurative, academic artworks. At the same
time, she taught art to children aged 5 to 7 years. As she writes, they had a greater
influence on her art.
I used to watch them, I learned from them how to imagine a face and colour
it blue. I was inspired by the children's work, and this is the reason my
drawings and paintings look a lot like children's work.
I had no paints, so I used fabric from the dresses I wore as colour. I cut
them, added a piece of our neighbour's mattress cover which resembled
trees. I cut our red tablecloth to make the mole on my sister's face. I called
my artwork My Sisters and I in the Park… I decided to write the story of my
life in my artworks, using oil pastel crayons as well as fabric3”

2
3

The Story of Heba, given to the author, 26/03/22
Ibid.iii.

Moving from photography, painting and sculpture, she found her voice through
collage, creating three-dimensional works that explore the power of women’s
sexual and social status through a range of mixed media materials. These were
often built from soft sculptural forms of body parts, limbs and doll-like heads (e.g.
pp. 95-97). Heba Al-Akkad’s biography tells us that she has always worked with
fabric, thread and paper — but frequently on canvas. Interestingly, she was raised
in a family of tailors and from the age of twelve made abstract constructs using
any materials at hand.
For a long time, Heba was creatively blocked, traumatised by the violence and
destruction she had seen of the place she had lived: soft sculptures of abstract
faces and heads (e.g. pp. 81-86, or 101) came into the forms that we see here in
the assemblages of this exhibition and for which she is known internationally,
being, for example, part of the Syrian pavilion in the 2015 Venice Biennial edition.
War changes everything. She now lives in Sweden.
Heba’s newly commissioned work is on display for the first time in the UK. The
exhibition focuses on the themes of self-identity and dress. It movingly connects
to Mardini’s ideas of how some men exert control, often reducing a woman to a
puppet, co-opting the fabric of women’s clothes and the cult of glamour into this.
Likewise, Heba’s dolls are often bound together with thread (e.g. pp. 88, 94, or
96). Wood appears as supports, often boxes into which these women are
enclosed, made to stand, put on show and transported away (e.g. p.99). For some
viewers, limbs and body parts may recall the latter fabric works of Louise
Bourgeois. She too repeated the themes of identity, sexuality, trauma and memory
later in life. Memories cannot be escaped from, nor the psychological trauma that
remains from childhood as in Bourgeois’s ‘herstory’. Heba often uses news
clippings and images of the war in Syria to accompany her collages and dolls (e.g.
pp. 78-79). I think the work contributes to our understanding and rethinking of
history, how we deal, as viewers, in this instance, of tragic and traumatic historical
events, mediated through the eyes and hands of an artist who constructs and tries
to make sense of her personal, cultural and political memory, the effects of war
and displacement. In this exhibition, Raghad’s personal archive of dresses and
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photographs from her time in the velvet society and Heba’s artworks—both
collections steeped in memories and experiences that are highly individual—
converge in the space of the exhibition room before the viewer. The dresses,
photographs and artworks of these two women open up to one another across the
room, engage and interconnect, forming as much as revealing a space of shared
cultural experience and memory. It is an exhibition as much of microhistories of
two specific Syrian lives as macrohistory played out on the highest level, crossing
borders and decades, as both women have had to do. But, what is the collective
memory that Raghad Mardini and Heba Al-Akkad share?
Collective Memory
Eviatar Zerubavel (1996) sees that an understanding of collective memory can be
taken as cultural and an idea that not only implies a commonly shared past but
also a jointly remembered one4. This definition best describes what Raghad
Mardini and Heba Al-Akkad bring into focus. To study memory is not just a
question of deepening it, but rather to us, as viewers, of mediation and an
appropriation for our times. We can, for a short while in this exhibition, only act as
witnesses. As Walter Benjamin has taught us:
He who seeks to approach his own buried past must not be afraid to return
to it again and again to the same matter; to scatter it as one scatters earth,
to turn it over as one turns over the soil.
Benjamin, W. c19325
Documentation
I raise the question of documentation, or how we view the past we have not
experienced. As outlined by Boris Groys (2002)6 the claim is made that art
4

Zerubavel, E. 1996. ‘Social Memories: Steps to Sociology of the Past’. Qualitative
Sociology19: 283-299
5
Benjamin, W.1927-1934. (1999) Excavation and Memory. Berlin Chronicle. Selected
Works II: 576, 611. Jennings M.W., and Eiland H. and Smith, G. (Eds.) Transl.
Livingstone R.et al. Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press.
6
It is worth citing the claim in full at this point as Groys’s point is that whilst art
documentation refers to art in many different ways, including performances, temporary
installations or collaborative happenings, they are only visible and present to us, as
potential viewers, at a particular time. ‘Art documentation which by definition consists of
images and texts that are reproducible, acquires through installation an aura of the
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documentation, like archives, newspapers, labels, are the only possible form of
reference to an artistic activity that cannot be represented in any other way. This
is what the space in the exhibition has recourse to, the combinatorics of the art
archive and the enlivening presence of the viewer bound in the moment and in its
midst. Mardini’s collection, which had for a long time been in storage in the Middle
East, opens itself up to Heba’s artworks, themselves works of archival weaving,
and to a new space and time here in London, and, in turn, a sense of lives being
led and art being made is kindled, just for a moment, for the viewer. The transfer
of art as activity, in so far as it can be reinstated in another location, brings the
original action into a close proximity with our viewing experience; it brings it ‘home’
by another route. This question of ‘home’ haunts this exhibition.
In this powerful exhibition, Velvet Society: Power and Glamour in 90s Damascus,
we can give witness to the artists’ testimony by gaining some small insights into
how two Syrian women have coped with historical religious and patriarchal
violence through their creative acts of survival and renewal.
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Timeline of Syria
1920
Establishment of the Arab Kingdom of Syria with the assistance of the UK.
1923
France, in a secret agreement with the UK, establish the French Mandate of
Syria and Lebanon, which functions as a French colony.
1946.
Declaration of Independence. Shukri Kwatly is the first President of Syria
1948
Arab-Israeli war
1949
Three military coups in one year lead eventually to Gen. Adib Shishakli of the
Syrian Social Nationalist Party (SSNP) taking power.
1954
Gen. Shishakli falls in a coup d’état and flees to Brazil. Recovery of parliamentary
rule.
1958
Creation of the United Arab Republic, stretching from Syria to Egypt
1961
Military Coup ends the United Arab Republic and initiates parliamentary elections
1963
Military coup by the Arab Socialist Ba’ath Party
1967
The Six Day War ends with Israeli occupation of the Golan Heights in Syria
1970
Military coup led by the Ba’athist Minister of Defence, Hafez Assad, who creates
a cult of personality and is welcomed by the bourgeoisie.
1973
War of Attrition between Israel and Arab countries
1976
Syria interferes in the Lebanese Civil War, eventually occupying Lebanon until
2005
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1979-1982
A series of military confrontations, assassinations and oppression ends in the
Hama Massacre, against an uprising by the Muslim Brotherhood, with a death toll
of up to 40,000.
1990
Syria joins the US-led coalition in the Gulf War against Iraq.
2000
Hafez Assad dies, and his son Bashar grabs power. A period of political and
social debate known as the "Damascus Spring" is suppressed by the
government.
2011
As part of the “Arab Spring” protests in Syria erupt demanding reform. The
government responds with live ammunition.
2012
Geneva declaration for solution in Syria
2013
Iranian troops enter Syria to support the Assad regime
2014
Emergence of ISIS in northeast Syria
2015
Russian troops enter Syria to support the Assad regime
The US supports Kurdish troops to recapture northeast Syria
2016.
Battle of Aleppo
2020.
Turkish army enters Syria and occupies part of the north
2021
The United Nations estimates that 400,000 of the population has been killed, 6.5
million have become displaced refugees within the country, and 5 million outside
the country.
2021
Re-election of President Bashar Al-Assad
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Raghad Mardini
Damascus, 1995
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Raghad Mardini
Damascus
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Jaber Azmeh
Portrait of Raghad Mardini
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Photograph
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Sabah Kabbani
Portrait of Raghad Mardini
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Stills from the Party Film
2005
(Film shown in entirety at exhibition)
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Stills from:
Heart to Heart with Raghad Mardini
Directed by Maya Khoury
Beirut
2013
(Film shown in entirety at exhibition)

Fashion

André Courrèges
Black jumpsuit with white silk straps and metal fastening
1999
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Hervé Léger
Haute couture black and white striped, handmade body-hugging short dress
1995

38

Roberto Cavalli
Long printed silk dress
2001
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Roberto Cavalli
Transparent, printed, gold and blue silk evening dress with low open back and
plunging behind neckline cut
2002

40

Roberto Cavalli
Green lamé plissé long ball gown with hand sewn golden belt buckle with green
diamonds
2003

41

Roberto Cavalli
White draped chiffon silk dress with embroidered straps
2006

42

Christian Dior
Elegant teal bodycon evening dress with drapes from the bottom back
1999

43

Christian Dior
Long silk brocade dress with stripes and dentelle on the top
1999

44

Dolce & Gabbana
Red satin strapless evening dress with pink dentelle and flower on the waist
Purchased from Paris
2003

45

Gianfranco Ferré
Long navy blue and white body-hugging knitwear dress with side shoulder strap
2001

46

David Fielden
Long straight black and white skirt with high side slit and belt by British designer
Purchased from London from his flagship store in Chelsea’s fashionable Fulham
Road where Elizabeth Taylor, Julia Roberts, Bianca Jagger and many more
shopped.
1994

47

Gianni Versace
Hourglass black and white evening gown. Silk chiffon with black lace trim around
bust and spaghetti straps across the back with original Gianni Versace silver
buckles
2008

48

Roberto Cavalli
Silk chiffon evening dress with sequins. Fuchsia and gold belt
with blue silk and embroidery pouch by Gianni Versace
2006

49

Gucci
Draped fine silk tulle with tail evening dress
2005

50

Dolce & Gabbana
Short white dress with pink floral design
2005

51

Gucci
Red silk evening dress open from the back
2004

52

John
Galliano
Red evening long dress
1999

53

Hervé Léger
Mini-dress cut for a sculpting close fit
1999

54

Hervé Léger
Spring-green curve-hugging dress
1994

55

Jean-Claude Jitrois
Yellow embroidered lambskin leather jacket with banana thread layer works
1999

56

John Galliano
White fine silk with black heart design, bias cut, long dress with matching head
cover
2002

57

Nicola Khoury
Custom-made waist jacket, fully hand embroidered with diamonds, beads,
sequins, paillettes and precious studs. The internal lining is printed silk.
1995

58

Gianni Versace
White silk long dress with plunging back neckline and high front side slit
1995

59

Etienne Mugler
Short skirt suit with white collar and elbow sleeves, waist centred with belt
1994

60

Nicola Khoury
Black embroidered on natural colour chiffon long dress
Custom-made in Damascus by the Syrian designer made specially for an
engagement party
1993

61

Roberto Cavalli
Jeans skirt with golden sequin embroidery
1999

62

Paco Rabanne
Chainmail silver top with three clips from the back
1995

63

Paco Rabanne
Golden elbow sleeve jacket with golden latch on the front
1995

64

Nicola Khoury
Custom-made baby-doll silk pink dress with paillettes and pearls work on the bust
1995

65

Nicola Khoury
Custom-made red silk long dress with paillettes, pearls and studs embroidery
1996

66

Bahira
Custom-made golden dress by this Syrian couturier
2006

67

Thierry Mugler
Strapless cone shape bust bustier with ruby-red sequins
Purchased in Paris
1996

68

Gianni Versace
Fuchsia silk long dress beads embroidery on the chest and straps
1996

69

Dolce & Gabbana
High-heeled black and white sandals with red flower
1996

70

Gianni Versace
Black shoes with flowers, high-heeled with golden buckle
1997

71

Christian Dior
Pink and golden embroidered satin clutch
1997

72

Gianni Versace
Blue clutch embroidered with sequins with golden buckle and chain
1999

73

Christian Dior
Crocodile-skin white clutch
1999

74

Roberto Cavalli
Orange fur scarf
1998
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Artworks

Nouri, Me and my Country, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 90 x 30cm
Heba and her husband, Nouri, make love on a carpet, legs and tongues
entwined, literally eye to eye. But their bellies are full of photos and newspaper
texts. Always in the forefront is a nude female figure surrounded by and holding
guns, a personification of their homeland.
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Untitled, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 20 x 20cm
This decorative work starts with a ground of restful greens, as if we are in a park,
populated by animals, in which we can walk and meet many beautiful women.
All the women however are rigidly stylized. There is not much natural or relaxed
beauty to be seen, and our nearest companion is wearing a veil.
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Untitled, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 20 x 20cm
A collage that repays close observation, where images of women are juxtaposed.
Photos by Helmut Newton are contemplated by a nude, photographed by Bill
Brandt. An American $5 bill has President Lincoln’s face replaced with that of
Che Guevara.
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Untitled, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 20 x 20cm
The light from a room at night briefly illuminates a potted tree outside the door in
a blaze of colour. We feel as if we have caught a glimpse of an ordinary domestic
scene, and for just a moment are part of the family.
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Untitled, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 20 x 20cm
A subtle and mysterious image showing two occluded figures. Two women can
be made out, one upside down below the other, in the manner of a Queen in a
set of playing cards, a reading encouraged by the placing of two ‘diamond’
shapes on the bottom corners. Both seem to be engaged in carnivalesque
activities. Whilst the bottom woman dances in a headdress of colourful feathers,
the upper woman personifies the traditional Mexican figure of Death.
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Untitled, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 20 x 20cm
Beetles infest this image, and two birds perched on the brim of the woman’s hat
must obscure her vision. A dressmaker or embroiderer works on the right. The
dotted lines seem to pin or sew her to the canvas, making her into a paper
dressmaker’s pattern, or perhaps a child’s paper doll.
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Untitled, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 20 x 20cm
A woman seems happy, but she is blindfolded. Here the blindfold is reminiscent
of the USA flag.
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Untitled, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 20 x 20cm
A bold graphic design, using black, white, red and blue texts. On it floats the
head of a man – out of whose mind bursts a frightened horse.
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Fashion, 2012
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 20 x 20cm
Al-Akkad continues her visual theme with a strong black-and-white graphic
fashion image. The face and hands of the model are missing, dehumanising her.
Instead, two white doves nestle where her head should be. Perhaps her head is
one of those resting at her feet, taken from a photo taken by Man Ray entitled
Noir et Blanc (1926)?
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Raghad and I, 2013
Heba Al Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 20 x 20cm
Al Akkad has stated her artistic ambition: “I decided to write the story of my life in
my artworks, using oil pastel crayons as well as fabric.“ Here she commemorates
her first meeting with Raghad Mardini, when she was invited to be an artist in
Residence at ARA.
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Mendoza, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 80 x 15cm
“I was inspired by the children's work… I learned from them how to imagine a
face and colour it blue”.
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We’ll Stay! (Sa Nabka), 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media, 60 x 64 x 12cm
The title of this work implies that the adults and children are expressing their free
will in deciding to ‘stay’. But the figures are not just bound, but blindfolded too,
caught and wrapped in unbreakable cobwebs.
The frame looks somewhat like a bombed apartment building, familiar from
newspaper reports, where the façade of a building has been blown away
revealing the apartments within.
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Wojouh, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
mixed media on canvas, three images, each 20 x 20cm
Woujouh is Arabic for ‘faces’. We can see two broken half-faces, out of sync with
each other. Their wide-open eyes are flicking around nervously — are the circles
bullet holes?
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There’s No Place Anymore, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, six images each 20 x 20cm
This work was made in the same year Al-Akkad’s brother Ahmad was tortured
and killed inside a Syrian prison. The six paintings show photos of individuals,
redolent of the photos often carried or displayed by the families of the group we
might call “The Disappeared”, all around the globe, familiar from many news
broadcasts. In fact, several of these photos show victims from the Khmer
Rouge’s infamous S-21 prison in Cambodia. She has described her artistic path
through the years of Syrian uprising thus:
“My painting before the revolution was very individual. I would only care
about personal things. Now, I care about what is happening in the country
and my experience in the revolution. If I hadn't lived this experience with
people on the street, I wouldn't be able to paint."
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Untitled (Allumettes), 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media, 73 x 44 x 11cm
The matches of the title are piled everywhere, mixed with photos of men and
women, with their items of clothing. Matches are sometimes used to gamble with
in card games. Money also can be seen. What game is being played by the
gentlemen and ladies?
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Untitled, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media, 33 x 27 x 11cm
This dangling phallus, contained safely in its box, looks a bit like a sad face. It
has been sewn and stuffed, sheathed in clownish colours – polka dots, reds, and
yellows. Yarn spooled beneath looks like it may have dribbled out.
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Untitled, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media, 33 x 27 x 11cm
Is this a penis in distress? Falling apart or just giving up?
It is separated from the rest of the world and strapped in this box, not just by the
blood-red tissue of net, but by hanging chains. It is a soft-sculpture, and so not at
all threatening. Perhaps the spools of thread at the bottom offer a chance for
repair.
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Untitled, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media, 32 x 27 x 11cm
This phallus is made by wool being tightly wound around and around with a
repetitive motion by the artist. It—or he—leans as if tired on the edge of his box.
The nails along the top, with thread wrapped around them, are reminiscent of a
loom. But the weaving on this loom has gone badly awry, resulting in a restrictive
net in which this little fish is caught.
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Untitled (Petit Pois), 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media, 54 x 32 x 11cm
Petit Pois (little peas) is a phrase often used as a term of endearment for a child
or a loved one. These baby penises seem to be out playing, padding along on
their little soft feet/balls. They reach out for the little birds, or are they maybe
kites? We wonder how they will grow up.
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Untitled (Jambes), 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media, 73 x 44 x 11cm
The legs mentioned in the title entwine around each other, squashed into a
cramped space. They are made from old tights stuffed, one with flesh coloured
stuffing, one with coloured patterned fabric. From the direction of the coloured
legs, a penis snakes out, searching for something between the other, fleshy legs.
The work seems by turns comic, then claustrophobic and sinister.
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Long Neck, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
mixed media, 20 x 10 x 55cm
This disturbing sculpture would almost appear like a trophy of war – part of the
collection of a head-hunter, were it not for the fact that this head is obviously alive
and watching us. Luckily, she is tethered to a heavy base.
Like the dismembered heads which appear in many myths and fairy tales, she
seems as if she is waiting for our questions, ready to prophesy.
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Killing Scene, 2021
Heba Al-Akkad
Collage, ink, and watercolour on paper, 80 x 80cm
This collage gives the impression that it just grew and grew, demanding to
expand and break free from its original sheet of paper.
We can see a wolf biting into the neck of one woman, while a huge female with
green hair screams with fear. Another scene of slaughter is happening in her
belly, between a white female fox and a giant ox of the woods, while a swallow is
trying to escape. The scene is punctuated by a black palm signalling “STOP”.
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Strings, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media, 12 x 64 x 25cm
Al-Akkad has described how “my stepmother was stitching all the time, my
grandmother sewing, and my aunt knitting. Thread and fabric have been with me
since my childhood.”
This seems to be a domestic scene. Perhaps the salt and pepper indicate a
kitchen, while at her feet red shoes and red matches show her ready to go out for
a night of fun. For a puppet, strings are the means by which they move, but here
they are tangled and have immobilised the woman.
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Untitled, 2013
Untitled, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 100 x 100cm
Three blue women are in a pastel pink room. The colours are safe and restful,
and innocent children’s drawings make a ground for this painting.
But the central woman seems to be reaching out for the window, despite the
insects crawling around it. At the same time, she supports the figure on the right,
who seems to be falling apart. The faceless, armless figure on the left is even
more disquieting.
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Dark Face, 2013
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on canvas, 100 x 100cm
This piece incorporates children’s drawings and beautiful layers of materials, the
larger size allowing for greater subtlety in use of colour, texture and placement of
elements.
This black head seems self-contained and self-sufficient. There is no evidence of
a body, but this head is obviously still alive, and looking intensely around. It
contemplates a drawn seated female figure. Could the teardrop from its left eye
be another female figure?
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Untitled, 2022
Heba Al-Akkad
Mixed media on paper, 73 x 70cm
Three stately, elongated, and enigmatic figures centre the image, who recall the
Three Graces as much as the Three Fates. They possess a transmogrifying
power. Above their heads an eye-vulva looms, a paraclete-like presence that
seems to indicate this power’s source.
The figure on the right, a woman-headed bird, recalls the Greek mythological
Siren, who would sing from crags amid the sea, and male sailors, upon hearing it,
were seduced inexorably to their death. This Siren-figure has hair that streams
into a cipher-scene of cages and motifs of escape.
The left figure’s arm stretches into seaweed, which comes to adorn a mermaid in
a bubble of the sea. This arm’s contours also more sinisterly flow upward into the
upper panel, a surreal scene with a boat and knife, dripping with dream-like guilt
and violence.
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Sponsors
Velvet Society: Power and Glamour in 90s Damascus has come to be
through the help of many sponsors. We thank the following for their support:
Arts Council England, Counterpoints Arts, P21 Gallery, and Litehouse
Gallery.
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